
PARITY CUE BIDDING 
(These rules include some modifications of Sam’s and Adam’s rules.) 

Once teller has shown his strength in RPs he shows the parity of the top three honours in each 

2+card suit.  He stops with even parity (0 or 2/top3) and skips with odd parity (1/top3 or 

3/top3).  With singletons we reverse the parity scan and stop if the suit contains the ace or king. 

All suits of 1+cards are scanned in order of length in teller’s hand.  With two suits of the same 

length we apply our usual top-down rule (so spades then hearts, diamonds and clubs).  If there is 
ambiguity as to teller’s exact number of RP (because teller has bid step one showing either 

minimum or minimum+1 RP), we stop with the minimum, and zoom into answering parity with 

the maximum. 

After all suits of 1+cards have been scanned we consider whether there is a KQ problem.  

The K and Q problem 

If there is a pair of suits where one has both the K and the Q and the other has neither, then that 
pair is scanned.  Stop if the longer/higher-ranked suit has no honours, skip if that suit has the 

KQ.  (Note that this can be clarifying KQ/no honours or AKQ/A.)  If there is more than one 
pair of suits where one has KQ and the other has none then scan only the first such pairing 

(based on length order, followed by high to low).  After the K and Q problem is resolved scan 

for Js. 

AKQxx Axxx xxx x 

 4♥ 9RP 
4♠ 5♦ odd parity in S and H, even parity in D 

5♥ 6♣ no A or K in C, K and Q in S, no SJ – the K and Q problem was in S and H 

The K or Q problem 

If there is no K and Q problem we look to see if there is a K or Q problem.  If there is a pair of 

suits where one has the K and the other has the Q, then that pair is scanned.  Stop if the 
longer/higher-ranked suit has the Q, skip if that suit has the K.  (Note that this can be clarifying 

K/Q or AK/AQ.)  If there is more than one pair of suits where one has the K and the other has 
the Q then scan only the first such pairing (based on length order, followed by high to low).  

After the K or Q problem is resolved scan for Js. 

Qxxxx Axxx Kxx x 
 3N 6RP 

4♣ 5♣ odd parity in S, H and D, no A or K in C, Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S 

  and D 

If there is no KQ problem then scan for Js. 

After answering the KQ problem, if one exists, teller zooms into showing/denying Js.   

We ignore suits that cannot have a J because they are known to have only top3 honour cards, 
such as AKQ-tripleton or AQ-doubleton.  When scanning for Js we stop with no honour and 

skip with the J.  Note that we do not treat as a singleton any suit where there is only one card 
that is not known to be a top3 honour (e.g. Q-doubleton or AK-tripleton).  A singleton Q is 

treated as a J but is only scanned after scanning all other suits with at least one card that is not 
one of the top3 honours.  Note that we apply the same rule as for other Js: stop without an 

honour and skip with the singleton Q.  We do not scan for a singleton J or for Ts.  



More examples 

xxxxx Axxx KQx x 
 3N 6RP 

4♣ 4♦ even parity in S 
4♥ 4N odd parity in H, even parity in D 

5♣ 5♥ no A or K in C, no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D 

AQxxx AKxx xxx x 
 4♥ 9RP 

4♠ 4N even parity in S 
5♣ 5♦ even parity in H  

5♥ 5♠ even parity in D 

5N 6♦ no A or K in C, Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S and H 

Qxxxx Qxxx Kxx A 
 4♣ 7RP 

4♦ 5♣ odd parity in S, H and D, A or K in C 

5♦ 5♥ Q in S – the K or Q problem was in S and D 

xxxx xxxx KQxx A 

 3♠ 6RP 
4♣ 4♦ even parity in S 

4♥ 4♠ even parity in H 
4N 5♣ even parity in D  

5♦ 5♥ A or K in C 

5♠ 5N no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D (not H as S outranks H) 

xx xx AKQx Kxxxx 

 4♣ 8RP 
4♦ 4N odd parity in C and D, even parity in S 

5♣ 5♦ even parity in H 

5♥ 5N no K and Q in S – the K and Q problem was in S and D (not H as S outranks H) 

Note the ambiguity in the last two examples: teller can’t tell which suits asker is actually 
concerned about.  However, asker will always be able to work out whether teller has the right or 

wrong combination.  Opposite the last hand, asker held AKx Ax JTxx AQJx and wanted to 
know if teller held (1) his actual hand or (2) xx KQ Axxx Kxxxx.  Note that if teller held hand 

(2) then the comparison would have been between D and H and teller would have stopped on 

5♠ to show that the K and Q were not in the longer/higher-ranking suit. 


